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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Diet is a major factor in the aetiology of colorectal cancer (CRC). Dietary methyl donors

might influence DNA methylation during carcinogenesis of CRC. This review attempts

to discuss the relationship between the effects of methyl donor intake and

polymorphisms. However, it is difficult for this review to explain the interaction

between genetic and dietary data. The introduction and discussion sections of the

manuscript are verbose due to lack of correlation between studies.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Dear authors: This is an very interested and important study. CRC development is of

great complexity, and routinely been regarded as the results of adenomas or polyps

advancement, while both of them have the complicated genetic background and signal

regulations. As regarding the epigenetical mudulation, methylation is the hotest topic.

However, what the mechanism of outer methyl donor can influence the methylation

remaining uncertain, such as the efficacy of methyl uptake, transportation, and the final

involvement in methyl related gene expression. Hence, this review seemingly has not

resolved it conmprehensively, though you provide the limitation of the research about

this point, that is rather another issue. Quality of the manuscript is excellent, though

lacking novel findings to extend the view of readers. Based on you work, the results and

conclusion nay be proper. Future works should strengthen the issues which mentioned

above.
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